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ver the past few months I have written about the history and descriptions of many of Beijing’s and China’s most famous attractions:
the Yangtze River, Forbidden City, Hutongs, Summer Palace, etc. This month I am going to explore one of China’s lesser know but still
extremely impressive features, the Grand Canal. The Grand Canal, the third great waterway of China, after the Yangtze and Yellow
Rivers, is the longest artificial canal in the world. At one time it stretched for over 1100 miles, from Hangzhou in south China to Beijing
in the north. Construction was begun over 2500 years ago, with the first 50 miles completed about 495 B.C. Over hundreds of years the canal was
lengthened, deepened, and widened until it became the longest canal ever built in the world. With over 20 locks to control water levels and 60
bridges crossing over the main channel of the Canal, it became the primary method of transporting goods and people between north and south
China.
GRAND CANAL continues on page 9
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Arden Hills
Great China, 3547 N Lexington Ave.
651-481-8100
Bloomington
New Century Buffet, 7827 Portland Ave S.
952-888-3177
Brooklyn Center
New King Buffet, 5927 John Martin Dr.
763-566-8300
Brooklyn Park
Panda Garden Buffet, 8089 Brooklyn Blvd
763-391-8061
Coon Rapids
New China Buffet, 105 85th Ave NW
763-780-2636
Crystal/New Hope
Hong Kong Buffet, 4211 Winnetka Ave N,
New Hope. 763-531-9489
Eden Prairie
Eden Prairie Library, 479 Prairie Center Dr.
952-829-5460
Edina
Southdale Library, 7001 York Ave. S.
952-847-5900
Golden Valley
Golden Valley Library, 830 Winnetka Ave. N.
763-540-8290
Hopkins
China Royal Restaurant, 8480 Excelsior Av E,
952-935-4704
Maple Grove
Maple Grove Library, 8351 Elm Creek Blvd.
763-420-8377
Chin Yung Chinese Restaurant, 13704 83rd
Way N. 763-420-8940
Minneapolis
China Center, 290 Humphrey Center, 301 19th
Ave. S. 612-624-1002
Carlson School of Management Building
Humphrey Center Building
My Chinese Kitchen, 304 Oak Street SE.
612-331-4061
Hong Kong Noodles Restaurant, 901
Washington Ave. SE. 612-379-9472
Lucky Dragon, 1827 Riverside Ave.
612-375-1690
Seafood Palace, 2523 Nicollet Ave.
612-874-7721
TCM Health Center Clinic, 6550 York Ave S,
#417. 952-926-4011
TCM Health Center Clinic, 1403 W. Lake St.
612-823-6650
TCM Health Center Clinic, 1313 5th Street SE
#212. 612-379-3583
U Garden Chinese Restaurant, 2725 University
Ave. SE. 612-378-1255
United Noodles Oriental Grocery, 2015 E. 24th
Street. 612-721-6677
Minnetonka
Ridgedale Library, 12601 Ridgedale Dr.
952-847-8800
Dragon Jade Restaurant, 14432 Excelsior Blvd.
952-933-1129
Mounds View
Ramsey County Library Mounds View Branch,
2576 County Rd. 10, 763-717-3272
Oakdale
Jade88 Chinese Restaurant, 1811 Geneva Ave.
N. 651-7300802
Plymouth
Plymouth Library, 15700 36th Ave. N.
763-847-5825
Teahouse Restaurant, 88 Nathan Lane N.
763-544-3422
Grand Buffet, 16605 County Road 24 (24 &
55). 763-383-0049
Roseville
American Academy of Acupuncture, 1925 W
County Rd B2. 651-631-0216
St. Louis Park
China Jade Restaurant, 5009 B Excelsior Blvd.
952-920-1171
Yangtze Restaurant, 5625 Wayzata Blvd.
952-541-9469
St. Paul
Children’s Home Society, 1605 Eustis St.
651-646-6393
Hayden Heights Branch Library, 1456 White
Bear Ave. 651-793-3934
International Student Center, St Paul Campus,
Multicultural Student Services, 2115 Summit
Ave, 106 Murray-Herrick Campus Center
University of St. Thomas, 651-962-6460
Minnesota Trade Office, 1000 Minnesota World
Trade Center, 30 East 7th St.
651-297-4222
Minnesota State Office Building, 100
Constitution Ave.
Peking Restaurant, 475 Etna Street #5.
651-771-7000
Sun Ray Branch Library, 2105 Wilson Ave.
651-735-1050
TCM Health Center Clinic, 613 Grand Ave.
651-726-2459
Wayzata
Jade Fountain, 838 Lake St E (Wayzata Bay
Shopping Ctr). 952-473-4646
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CNOOC Confirms
New Pipeline
China National Offshore Oil Corp.
(CNOOC) has confirmed a plan to build a
2,000-kilometer natural gas pipeline along
the Chinese coast to strengthen its position
in the energy-hungry Eastern areas. The
proposed pipeline, pending government
approval, would carry imported natural gas
and liquefied natural gas from Guangdong
Province to Jiangsu and Zhejiang provinces
in East China. The gas would be imported
from Indonesia and Australia.
CNOOC’s move is designed to compete
with PetroChina Co., the country’s largest
oil producer, analysts said. The introduction
of CNOOC’s natural gas to the region will
bring competition to PetroChina’s WestEast Gas Project, which could lead to price
reductions in that project.
China’s Eastern and Southern regions,
including Shanghai and Jiangsu and
Zhejiang provinces in the East and Fujian
and Guangdong in the South, will account
for two-thirds of China’s total gas demand
by 2010, the International Energy Agency
said in a report.
Source: Jiefang Daily, December 24th, 2002
- Translated by Shanghai Post.
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News
Beijing To Boom
With New Chain
Giants
With several foreign chain retail
outlets entering Beijing next year, a new
round of serious competition is expected in
the capital city.
Sources from the Beijing Commerce and
Trade Committee revealed that three home
decoration and solution providers will be
among those to move into the Beijing
market. They are British-based BandQ,
Germany’s OBI and Leroy Merlin from
France.
Seven-Eleven, the world’s largest
convenience store operator, and Spain
Discount, an internationally known retailer,
will be in the capital next year. After nearly
two year’s market research, Wal-Mart, the
world’s number one chain supermarket
giant, and French-based Auchan, also plan
to officially launch their outlets in Beijing
next year.
All of the giants have had a presence in
China for several years after establishing
themselves in Shanghai or other cities in
China. Meanwhile, a few joint venture
retailers, including Ikea, Carrefour and Ito
Yokado, are expected to expand their
operations in the city very soon.
Such moves can be attributed to the
rapid economic development of the capital
and the huge opportunities brought by the
Beijing 2008 Olympic Games - as well as the
country’s accession to the WTO in 2001.
According to official statistics, there are
already 17 joint venture retailers in Beijing.
The total retail sales volume reached 7.72
billion yuan ($930.1 million) last year, making
up 4.8 per cent of the city’s total retail sales.
Source: Beijing Daily, December 13th,
2002 - Translated by Shen Yan.

Plastics
Consumption in
Automobile
Industry To Keep
Rising
P lastic consumption per auto is
consistently regarded as one of the statistics
to measure technology levels in auto
production. Currently, plastics consumption
per auto in China averages 70 kg, about six
percent of the total auto weight, equal to
levels reached in developed countries during
the mid-1980s. China’s total plastics applied
in auto production mainly include PUpolyurethane (26%) , PP-polypropylene

(25%), ABS resin (13%), PVC-polyvinyl
chloride (10%) and PE-polyethylene (7%)
and other varieties of plastics compose
(19%).
According to information from China
Automobile Corporation, domestic auto
output reached about 2.55 million units in
2002, consuming about 54,400 tons of PPpolypropylene and 14,000 tons of PEpolyethylene.
In line with the 10th Five-Year Plan and
the 2010 plan for China’s automobile
industry, domestic auto output will reach 3
million to 3.2 million units by 2005, and 4.6
to 4.8 million units by 2010. Plastic
consumption is expected to reach 90 kg per
auto by 2005. In particular, PPpolypropylene consumption is expected to
reach 32.2kg per auto. Plastic demand by
buses, light-duty autos and trucks will
continue to rise, reaching 350,000 tons by
2005 and 413,000 tons by 2010.
Source: China Chemical Week, December
20th, 2002 - Translated by Grace Cao.

China Gradually
Deregulates
Aviation Fuels
Market
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Weather
Forecasts
Become Most
Popular TV
Program
Weather forecasts ranked number one
in China’s 2002 national TV viewer’s survey
of most popular TV programming . Other
programming that scored high includes:
domestic news, TV dramas, international
news, movies, live report programs, arts
programs, news analysis, legal programs,
singing and dancing programs.
The survey showed that China’s TV
audiences aged 4 years and above reached
1.115 billion by end the of September 2002.
That accounts for 93.9 percent of China’s
population that is above 4 years old. 95.9
percent of the TV audience claimed that they
watched TV “often” or “almost everyday.”
The percentage for newspaper, magazines,
radio and Internet were 28.1%, 18.7%, 13%,
2.8% respectively.
The average TV viewing time is 174
minutes daily on weekdays, and 208 minutes
daily during the weekend.
Source: China Youth Daily, 12/202002 Translated by Qiu Jing .

China will gradually deregulate the
aviation fuels market to allow oil and
petrochemical enterprises to become
shareholders of China Aviation Fuels
Corporation (CAFC). Deregulation of the air
fuels market aims at reducing fuel suppliers’
costs and aviation fuels’ price to spur the
development of China’s air transportation
industry.
In a recent interview, president of the
newly launched CAFC, Lai Changbing, said
that the State would deregulate the aviation
fuels market in steps with opening the oil
products market. Qualified aviation fuels
suppliers can obtain air fuels supply
contracts and involve themselves in the air
refueling businesses through bidding and
consultation with CACF. In addition, oil
loading facilities at the airport will also
provide fair competition for those qualified
oil suppliers to help establish market access
and a compensative service system under
the supervision of the government.
Lai Changbing also indicated that CAFC
is considering the participation of Sinopec
Corp., PetroChina and other aviation
companies, adding that no specific stock
ratio has been determined.
In related matters: On November 29th,
2002 the China State Planning Commission
issued a circular to adjust the price of
aviation kerosene. Under the stipulations
set in the circular, the ex-works price of
(standard) aviation kerosene has been
lowered to RMB2540 per ton from RMB2900
while the prices of other nonstandard
products are determined according to the
quality-based rates set by the State. The
circular was effective as of December 1, 2002.

Plastics
Machinery has
Promising Market
in China

Source: China Oil & Gas, December, 2002
- Translated by Cindy Wang.

Source: International Business Daily, 12/
26/2002 - Translated by Wang Xiaolei.

Four categories of plastics machinery
will have a promising market in China in the
next few years, according to the China
Plastics Processing Industry News Agency.
Most demand for plastic products comes
from the agriculture, packaging,
construction, and engineering industries.
Agricultural Plastics Products - China’s
priority will be on different types of
membranes with various functions related
to the development of vegetables, flowers
and plants, and other economic crops. In
addition, different water-saving irrigation
products are also required.
Packaging Plastics Products Opportunities exist in the areas of packaging
materials for food, beverage, and medicine.
Construction Plastics Products - China
has a need for different types of pipes
including sewage pipes, heat water pipes,
gas pipes, compound pipes; including other
heat preservation products, waterproof
products, and decoration products.
Engineering Plastics Products - There
is a priority on the development ofgeneral
and engineering plastics for application in
electronics, electrical appliances, vehicles,
transportation, postal communication, office
equipment and other items.
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Disney and Hong
Kong
Government
Break Ground on
First Theme Park
in China
Ushering in a new tourism era for Hong
Kong and a key growth initiative for The
Walt Disney Company, the groundbreaking
for the first Disney theme park in China,
Hong Kong Disneyland, was held this
afternoon. The ceremony honored the
collaboration of The Walt Disney Company
and the Hong Kong Government — working
together to build a new family theme park
resort destination in Hong Kong, which is
scheduled to open in 2005/06.
Against a majestic backdrop of Lantau
Island’s mountains, the waters of Penny’s
Bay, and a facade of the soon-to-be-built
Sleeping Beauty Castle, The Honourable
Tung Chee Hwa, Chief Executive, Hong
Kong Special Administrative Region of the
People’s Republic of China, Michael D.
Eisner, Chairman and CEO of The Walt
Disney Company, and Robert A. Iger,
President of The Walt Disney Company,
addressed an audience of more than 400
guests.
Hong Kong Disneyland will sit on a
spectacular 126-hectare (310-acres) site on
North Lantau Island and will include a
Disney theme park, and two hotels and retail,
and dining and entertainment experiences
— all designed to delight the millions of
families who will visit each year.
“This is a historic day for both The Walt
Disney Company and Hong Kong,” said
Eisner. “As we stand on this spectacular
site, the promise of our partnership with the
Hong Kong Government to bring a worldclass Disney theme park resort destination
to the people of Hong Kong has never been
more clear. This project represents another
important step forward as the company
brings our classic Disney stories and
characters to the most populous nation in
the world.”
Over the past 18 months, the Hong Kong
Government has been completing land
reclamation and building the preliminary
infrastructure and road work that will
support the entire Hong Kong Disneyland
resort. Walt Disney Imagineers have been
working on the theme park for the past two
years with preliminary designs taking place
at Imagineering’s headquarters in California.
The design work has been supported by
local Hong Kong architectural firms and has
recently been transferred to Hong Kong in
preparation for the construction.
The size and remote location of the
project add to the complexity of the
construction process as Disney and the
Hong Kong Government must create new
infrastructure, roads and support systems
at the early stages of construction to
accommodate the thousands of workers and
activity taking place on site. To create the
theme park resort project, the site will have
57 kilometers (35 miles) of pipeline, 11
kilometers (6.8 miles) of cable, 1,000
manholes, and 2 million cubic meters (2.5
million cubic yards) of topsoil created solely
to support the extensive landscaping on the
site.
In addition to preparing for the initial

News
phases of theme park construction, the
Hong Kong Disneyland’s operation team is
actively hiring locally for key management
positions over the next six months to build
the organization that will run the theme park
resort. Additional hiring of Cast Members
(Disney’s term for employees), will take
place throughout the next few years, with
the vast majority of hiring up to 5,000 Cast
Members taking place by the end of 2004.
“We have never been more confident in
Hong Kong or the potential success of
Hong Kong Disneyland,” said Iger. “Hong
Kong is an even stronger tourism market
than it was back in 1999, when we first
announced this project, and its potential
for growth is outstanding. We are thrilled
to be a part of Hong Kong’s future as we
begin to bring to life Disney’s first theme
park in China at this one-of-a-kind setting
on Lantau Island.”
The groundbreaking ceremony began
with a fanfare of trumpeters announcing the
appearance of Mickey Mouse, Minnie
Mouse and Goofy on stage from within the
Sleeping Beauty Castle. The show
proceeded with a traditional Chinese EyeDotting, Lion Dance with famed action star
and Hong Kong Tourism Ambassador,
Jackie Chan, cheerfully leading the
spectacle. The traditional shovels in the
ground kicked-off the beginning of the
Grand Finale with dancers, singers, and a
special appearance by Jiminy Cricket —
accompanied by streaming fireworks and
starburst banners falling from the castle
towers. The ceremony culminated with 34
classic Disney characters marching out onto
the stage — delighting the audience — and
singing Mickey’s Magical Land ... “A wish
that holds dreams untold for all who stand
in Mickey’s magic land ... “
Walt Disney Imagineering is the master
planning, creative development, design,
engineering, production, project
management and research and development
arm of The Walt Disney Company. Its
talented corps of Imagineers is responsible
for the creation — from concept initiation
through installation — of all Disney resorts,
theme parks and attractions, real estate
developments and regional entertainment
venues. It is headquartered in Glendale,
California.
The Hong Kong Disneyland project was
announced in November 1999 as a venture
between The Walt Disney Company and the
Hong
Kong
Government. With
the completion of
reclamation for
Hong
Kong
Disneyland Phase I
by the Hong Kong
Government in
December 2002,
Disney will begin
construction in
January 2003 with
the
project
scheduled to open
in 2005/06. The
opening
day
program for Hong
Kong Disneyland
will include a
Disneyland-style
theme park and two
hotels. The Phase I
build-out includes
a projected 10
million annual
visitor Disneyland-

style theme park, 2,100 hotel rooms, and an
area for retail, dining and entertainment. The
project is estimated to create 18,000 new
jobs at opening (both Disney and other
employment) growing to 36,000 once the
first park reaches build-out. The Hong Kong
Government estimated that the first phase
of the project will generate a present
economic value of HK$148 billion (US$19
billion) in benefits to Hong Kong over a 40year period.
Source: Walt Disney Company (Asia
Pacific) Limited, January 12, 2003PRNewswire.

Xinhua PR
Newswire and
China Global
Partner to
market new
global outbound
distribution
service in China
Xinhua PR Newswire, the newly
formed venture between Xinhua Financial
Network and PR Newswire, today
announced that it has partnered with
Beijing-based China Global Public Relations
to market its new global outbound
distribution service to public and private
companies in China.
Xinhua PR Newswire and China Global
will launch an education program consisting
of seminars on public relations and investor
relations including news release writing,
media targeting, outreach to investment
communities and more, in addition to direct
marketing, advertising and promotional
campaigns directed at China Global’s
current clients and prospects.
Xinhua PR Newswire was created to
provide Chinese companies with a vehicle
to directly target corporate news and
information to the Western media and
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financial communities. In educating these
companies on the common methods of
communicating with Western audiences, PR
Newswire and China Global will help them
take advantage of new opportunities such
as seeking foreign investments,
partnerships and joint ventures that have
been afforded through China’s membership
in the World Trade Organization and the
recent passage of the ‘Qualified Foreign
Institutional Investors’ (QFII) program.
“Working with China Global will
significantly aid us in reaching out to the
companies that will benefit most from this
service,” said John Williams, executive vice
president of PR Newswire and co-chair of
Xinhua PR Newswire. “We will be able to
draw upon their relationships with these
companies and seek their advice and
counsel as we move forward.”
“China Global is ready to provide
China’s enterprises with quality services by
facilitating their move towards international
markets, helping them in product promotion,
building up extensive contacts with
overseas markets and in enhancing their
popularity and reputation,” said Wang
Zhiwen, General Manager of China Global.
About Xinhua PR Newswire
Xinhua PR Newswire is a venture
created by Xinhua Financial Network and
PR Newswire. Xinhua PR Newswire assists
Chinese companies, public and private, in
writing and distributing financial news
releases to the media, financial community
and general public around the world.
Xinhua PR Newswire is the result of a
blending of complementary expertise,
relationships and experience to enable
Chinese companies seeking foreign
investments, to deliver their news to
decision makers, individual and institutional
investors, and journalists in the West.
About China Global Public Relations
Co., Ltd
As a subsidiary of Xinhua News Agency,
China Global Public Relations Ltd is the
premier, as well as the largest, nation-wide
professional public relations company in

NEWS continues on page 5
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Events

MINNESOTA
INTERNATIONAL
CENTER
Great Decisions China:
New Leaders, Old
Challenges
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 5
Back by popular demand! Carl Goldstein
will repeat his Great Decisions presentation
“China - New Leaders, Old Challenges” for
those of you who were unable to attend
this recent sold-out event. Mr. Goldstein is
an independent journalist who covers
national and international economic and
business issues. He previously served as
senior editor for business and economics
at Minnesota Public Radio. Mr. Goldstein
spent ten years as a correspondent for the
Far Eastern Economic Review, based at
various times in Hong Kong, China and
Taiwan. He has a master’s degree in
journalism from Columbia University and a
bachelor’s degree in Asian Studies from
Cornell University.

FEBRUARY 2003
When: Sunday, February 23rd, 2003
Celebration starts at 2p.m. and ends at 5p.m.
Where: Capital Hill magnet School Ronda
Education Complex 560 Concordia Ave St.
Paul, MN

“A passage to the heart”
Families with Children from China
Midwest Invites you to Attend The Year of
the Sheep New Year Celebration

About FCC: FCC is a nondenominational
organization of families who have adopted
children from China. The purpose of FCC
is provide a network of support for families
who’ve adopted in China and to provide
information to prospective parents. For
more information, please visit www.fwcc.org

NEWS from page 4

When: Wednesday, February 12, 2003; 5:30
-7:00 p.m.
Where: MIC, 711 East River Road,
Minneapolis. Parking available at nearby
meters or ramps
Cost: FREE to MIC members and students;
Non-members $5
Register: Please register in advance –
MIC’s living room only seats 25 people.
Register at www.micglobe.org

China. Capitalizing on a solid official and
media background, China Global Public
Relations Ltd has provided public relations
services for a great number of domestic and

foreign enterprises.
Source: Xinhua PR Newswire, January 12,
2003.

Ambassador
Pickering
discusses China,
Russia and the
U.S.:
The New Alliance?
MIC Ambassador Series

What: China: New Leaders, Old Challenges
When: Wednesday, February 5, 2003; 5:307:00 p.m.
Where: MIC, 711 East River Road,
Minneapolis. Parking available at nearby
meters or ramps.
Cost: FREE to MIC members and students;
Non-members $5
Register: Please register in advance –
MIC’s living room only seats 25 people.
Register at www.micglobe.org

World Chat - The
Impact of China’s
Changing Economy
Year of China Event
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 12
Join us at MIC for World Chat on the
second Wednesday of each month. This
month hear Brian Chang speak about
China’s changing economy and its effect
on Chinese culture. Mr. Chang grew up in
China and earned an MBA in international
business at the U of M. Following various
positions in the financial industry, Mr.
Chang is currently an international
business consultant who travels frequently
to China.
What: The Impact of China’s Changing
Economy

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 19
U.S. relations with China and Russia
have gone through highs and lows over the
years, but have steadily improved following
September 11. Will these good relations
continue, especially as the U.S. faces
conflicts with Iraq and North Korea? Come
hear Ambassador Thomas Pickering, senior
vice president of international relations at
The Boeing Company, on Wednesday,
February 19, as he addresses these and
other issues.
Ambassador Pickering is particularly
qualified to speak on this topic, having held
the personal rank of Career Ambassador, the
highest in the U.S. Foreign Service. In a
diplomatic career spanning five decades, he
served as U.S. ambassador to the Russian
Federation, India, Israel, El Salvador, Nigeria
and Jordan, as well as to the United Nations.
Before assuming his current position at
Boeing, he was U.S. secretary of state for
political affairs.
Who: Ambassador Thomas Pickering,
senior vice president of international
relations, The Boeing Company
When: Wednesday, February 19;
registration 11:30 A.; lunch at noon; program
12:30-1:30 P
Where: Radisson Plaza Hotel, 3rd Floor, 35
S. 7th Street, downtown Minneapolis.
Cost: MIC members and students $25; Nonmembers $35; Limited program only seating
$10. Walk-in registrations for lunch please
add $5.
Register: Register at www.micglobe.org

Full or Part Time
Chinese American Entrepreneurs Needed!
Billion-dollar corporation opening in Mainland China
January 2003.
Complete training & support.
Be part of the first Network Marketing Company to do it
right the first time in China!

Contact Hale 952 828 0040

Education
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A TALE OF TWO TEACHERS:
Each experiences the other’s country
By Greg Hugh, China Insight Staff Writer
ot long ago, I had the opportunity
to meet an American teacher that
has taught English in China and a
Chinese teacher now here from
China teaching Chinese and
thought that their experiences would make
for an interesting article. As a regular reader
of China Insight, you know we have
included many articles about the teaching
of Chinese and English as well as articles
by accent experts pertaining to speech
improvement techniques. But we have
never presented what the teachers
themselves have experienced in these
assignments so this article will attempt to
rectify this oversight.
It appears that Karen Maghan, our
American teacher, feels that it was destiny

N

Karen Maghan
that she would visit China even though it
took her almost 38 years to make her first
trip there. In 1959 she was deeply moved
by the movie Inn of the Sixth Happiness
that is about a missionary to China. Ever
since that time, she felt a desire to serve in
China. However, this desire stayed dormant
for a long time while she raised her family
and waited until conditions and
circumstances were right. Karen was finally
presented an opportunity in 1997 through a
trip arranged by Life At Its Best (now called
Compassion Radio), a program heard on
Twin Cities Christian radio.
The 2-week trip enabled Karen to see
some of what is of eternal significance that
is happening in China through visits to
Beijing, Changchun, Kunming, and Hong
Kong and also Seoul, Korea. While in China
she had a chance meeting with a political
detainee recently pardoned from a life
sentence after 24 years of confinement
because of expression of certain religious
beliefs. This meeting reinforced her desire
to serve in China.
Karen continued to wait for the right
opportunity to make her next trip to China
and finally made application in 2000 to the
English Language Institute/China (ELIC).
ELIC is a non-profit, non-denominational

educational organization that has worked
directly with the Chinese government, since
1987, to provide American English
instructors for Chinese teachers of English
in China.
Karen spent a week at ELIC’s intensive
training program in California before
departing for China on July 4, 2000. After
touring Beijing and visiting The Great Wall,
the 163 teachers that ELIC sent to China
that summer served on teams in 17 cities
and taught over 2000 Chinese English
teachers. Karen was a member of a team of
8 that was assigned to Shanghai
University’s Foreign Language College in
Jiading.
The Chinese teachers of English are
required by their middle schools to
participate in a five week ELIC program
approved by the Chinese government to
provide recertification for their teachers
after they successfully complete the course.
The course material included taped English
dialogs concerning the adventures of two
Chinese middle school teachers who travel
to North America for a cultural exchange,
and unit topics included transportation,
families, education, the cost of living, mass
media, values, and literature. The curriculum
is very focused on the listening to and
speaking of American English; no Chinese
is permitted to be spoken in the classroom.
The ELIC curriculum is not totally
limited to language. The American team
leader presents new teaching methods that
will enable the Chinese teachers to more
easily incorporate spoken English into their
own classrooms. Since understanding
culture is such an important part of
understanding a foreign language, the
Chinese students and American teachers
also share and discuss various aspects of
Chinese and American culture through
lessons and activities so that they learn from
each other’s experiences.
So how did Judy Wang, our Chinese
teacher from China, get to be a Chinese

Judy Wang
language teacher in Minnesota? Well just
like Karen, Judy knew at a very young age
that she wanted to be an English teacher in
China so that she would one day have the

opportunity to visit the U.S.A. She learned
early on in her education process that it
was possible to qualify for the Teacher
Exchange Program that has developed
between the U.S. and China, and to be
eligible, she would need to major in English
and be a teacher.
Judy is a teacher of English at Hangzhou
Foreign Language School and graduated
from Zheijiang University both of which are
located in the city of Hangzhou, China. She
will return to Hangzhou in June 2003, after
her assignment concludes at Minnetonka
High School in the western suburbs of the
Twin Cities. Unlike Karen’s accommodation,
where she was put up in dormitory style
housing and ate in a cafeteria on the
university campus, Judy is assigned to live
with host families where she is able to
experience everything that normally goes
on in a typical American household. She
can be totally immersed into American
society because the typical U.S. household
can readily provide for such
accommodations whereas the typical family
household in China, due to the lack of space
and facilities, would not be comfortably
supports a guest as a host family.
Although Karen did not get to live with
a host family, many of her Chinese teachers
made sure that she was involved and
participated in as many of their social and
cultural activities as possible. She visited
the homes (condos) of a student and of a
university colleague. She also took side
trips, provided by the Chinese university
hosts, into nearby Shanghai and the rural
areas so that she could experience the
country and people close up. She attended
Sunday services at registered Chinese
Protestant churches where, at one, she
purchased a Chinese/English hymnbook,
and thus was able to sing along in English
as the congregation sang in Chinese.
By the same token, Judy is capitalizing
fully, budget permitting, on her opportunity
to explore the U.S. Since arriving in Sept.
2002, she has visited Los Angeles, Las
Vegas and she has driven to Oklahoma with
one of her host families. She has plans yet
to visit Florida, New York and Washington,
D.C. Now that’s a dedicated student of her
second language! And, no, she is not going
to get in trouble with the Chinese
government for spending so much time
traveling around the U.S.A. Actually the
Chinese government encourages such
activity since they hope that Judy’s
experiences would be shared with the
people back in China so that they also get a
better understanding of what goes on in
the U.S.
As a matter of fact, Judy is so intent on
maximizing her opportunities while she is
visiting here, she has been giving private
tutor lessons for students of Chinese during
after school hours and weekends. Thus she
is able to supplement her modest teacher’s
salary by earning extra money to fund her
desire to travel and learn as much about the

U.S.A, as she possibly can. So if you know
of anyone wishing to get some extra tutoring
in learning Mandarin, drop this writer a note
and we will forward it to Judy.
And so how does teaching English in
China compare to teaching Chinese in the
U.S.?
Well to begin with, one would have to
understand that most Chinese know more
about America than Americans know about
China. That being said, it is natural to expect
that the degree of dedication to learning a
foreign language would be similar to that
kind of interest.
It appears that many of Judy’s students
of Chinese in Minnesota are there for many
reasons. Their interests could be because
of their belief that China will be a big
economic factor, family reasons and
relationships and even just for recognition.
A lot of young people, according to Judy,
are curious and challenged by the structure
of the Chinese language. It is not composed
of letters but by characters unlike other
languages.
As in Karen’s ELIC curriculum for
teaching English, Judy’s teaching of
Chinese also includes one day each week
on Chinese culture. Besides classroom
discussions on various Chinese cultural
subjects, Judy will incorporate field trips
that may include visits to museums and
Chinese antique shops. Just recently Judy
took her class to visit United Noodles, an
oriental grocery store in Minneapolis and
then had lunch at a Chinese buffet.
Both Karen and Judy agree that the
hardest part of learning either Chinese or
English is the spoken part of the language.
This is so important that in China, there are
places called English corners that are social
places such as parks, bars and clubs where
only English is permitted so that Chinese
individuals learning English get to practice
their English as a spoken language in a
correct English-speaking environment.
There appear to be no such comparable
facilities in the U.S. that encourage such a
practice.
Although reading and writing English
is adequately tested and measured in China,
the listening for understanding and
speaking of English is not. Therefore the
Chinese accents are hard to lose and these
remain with most Chinese attempting to
speak English. Thus it would be helpful if
the education system in China would focus
on the proper speaking of English in their
testing and grading of English proficiency.
Karen is planning a return trip to China
in April 2003 with Compassion Radio and
perhaps another teaching assignment with
ELIC in the summer of 2004. We’re sure she
will do her part to help her English students
in China learn proper American English. And
when Judy returns to China in June 2003
she will have many fond memories and

TEACHERS continues on page 8
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A Private Chinese Film Festival:
Revisiting the Movies of Zhang Yimou
By Kathryn Kysar
rapped inside during
these bitter cold Minnesota months, I have been
escaping to China
through film. Though the
foreign film section at my local Blockbuster
is a bit thin, I found several movies directed
by Zhang Yimou that transported me to a

T

to the local leper. When her bridal procession is attacked by a bandit, a hired worker
leads the counter-attack on the bandit. The

Though Gong Li is much too beautiful for
the role, she plays the stubborn, single-

make its points, and all the roles are wellplayed as the characters age without the

Below: Zhang Yimou

wine-making factory in the dusty Gobi dessert, the hard warmth of a heated kang covered in winter quilts, and the busy
bicycle-filled streets of Shanghai. Here's a
few films I might recommend for your own
winter China escape:
Red Sorghum is one of Zhang Yimou's
earliest films. Though obviously made on a
low budget, Zhang creates visual poetry
through his frequent shots of the moon and
the "haunted" red sorghum rustling in the
wind. Gong Li plays a beautiful young bride
from a destitute family who marries her off

worker wins the heart of the young bride,
and they become romantically intertwined
while the leper husband turns up not-somysteriously murdered. Gong Li's character
takes over the dead husband's wine making
business, and her lover eventually joins her
in common law marriage. There is not much
dialogue in the film: Zhang Yimou uses
rhymes and songs of the countryside, some
quite comical, to enigmatically make his
veiled points. The climax of the film comes
during the Japanese invasion. Though I did
not understand all of the cloaked political
symbolism, I still felt it was a powerful film
by the then-young director.
The Story of Qui Ju, produced in 1992, is
about a pregnant chili farmer played by
Gong Li whose husband is beaten by the
town's party chief. Seeking justice, the rural
peasant woman goes to higher and higher
levels of bureaucracy to attain an apology.

minded country woman well. Some of the
best scenes are of the stoic, very pregnant
wife and her obedient sister-in-law when they
arrive in the city, unsure of where to go, awestruck by the size and busyness of the city
streets.
To Live is a sweeping drama made in
1994 that follows one Chinese family from
the 1930s to the 1970s. Though the movie
never directly criticizes the Chinese government, all of the woes and accidents that befall the family are a direct result of the political
waves that swept through the country during the last century. Though long and at
times overly dramatic with its many tearyeyed closeups, the movie does not rush to

benefits of extraordinary makeup. As with
all of Zhang Yimou's films, there is an abundance of visual symbolism in this interesting history of mid-twentieth century China.

FILM continues on page 8
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FILM from page 7
Raise the Red Lantern is my favorite

the tension in the household mounts as a
young servant girl becomes favored by the
master. Artfully made, this is a film worthy
of your time.
Meanwhile, last month in China, Zhang
Yimou's epic Hero, starring Jet Li, Zhang Ziyi,
Maggie Cheung, and Tony Leung, has been
wowing audiences with a story about Emperor Qin Shihuang's campaign to unify
China 2000 years ago. The movie is expected
to come to the U.S. later this year. Perhaps,
if I wait patiently, this film will be enough to
satisfy my traveler's urges when the snow
melts this spring, though I might just need
to see this one on the big screen in Beijing...
Kathryn Kysar's poems have been featured
in Garrison Keillore's A Writer's Almanac
and other literary publications. Her book
Dark Lake was published by Loonfeather
Press in 2002. Kysar is currently writer-inresidence at Banfill-Locke Center for the
Arts and teaches English at Anoka-Ramsey
Community College in Minneapolis.

Zhang Yimou film that stars Gong Li (of
course) as a beautiful student who becomes
a fourth concubine for a rich man. The film
is awash with red as the red lanterns hung
outside the room where the master sleeps
each night become symbols of the power
struggle between the warring wives. The film
is both a metaphor for contemporary political treachery as well as the misogynistic
horrors of feudalistic times in China. All of
the performances in this film are excellent as

Above and Below: Movie “Hero”

10% Off
All You Can Eat Lunch
and Dinner Buffet
Coupon valid for every one in
one group discount only.

TEACHERS from page 6

BUFFET KING
Lunch Buffet:
Valid from 11 am - 3:30 pm.
Monday - Saturday, all day
Sunday.

Dinner Buffet:
Valid after 4 pm Monday Saturday, all day Sunday.
Expires March 3, 2003.

experiences to share, just as Karen has
enjoyed sharing with people here about her
memories and experiences in China.
Editor’s note: Messages for Karen or
Judy
may
be
sent
c/o
ghugh@chinainsight.info
Compassion Radio 1-800-868-2478 or
compassionradio.com and ELIC, 1-800366-3542 or www.elic.org.
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GRAND CANAL from page 1
Today, much of the Grand Canal is no longer in use because of fluctuating water levels, silting, and the advent of faster forms of transportation as China’s highway infrastructure
improves at a rapid pace. The section of the Grand Canal that I am most familiar with is the span from Suzhou to Wuxi in Southern China, and that’s what I will be describing in the rest
of this article, and showing in pictures.
GRAND CANAL continues on page 10
Below: Boat with Family Cabin (by Bruce Arones)

Below: Train of Government Barges (by Mark LaFon)
Below: Log Raft (by Bruce Arones)

Above: Log Boats (by Bruce Arones)
Below: Loading Gravel (by Bruce Arones)

Below: Barge Engines (by Mark LaFon)

Above: Barge Engines (by Bruce Arones)

Below: Dry Dock (by Mark LaFone)

Above: Empty Barge (by Mark LaFon)
Below: Junction with Traffic Sign (by Mark LaFon)

Above: Full and Empty Barges (by Bruce Arones)

Below: Suzhou Residential Canal (by Mark LaFon)
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GRAND CANAL from page 9
Speaking of pictures, please note that
as of the January issue of the ChinaInsight
my personal supply of pictures has been
somewhat depleted, primarily due to the fact
that I had my camera set on “macro” for
much of the last trip so my pictures are all
focused for a maximum of two feet. However,
I do have pictures taken by many of the
people who traveled with me through this
and other regions of China and my fellow
travelers have been gracious enough to
allow me to publish their pictures to
accompany my story. Many of their
pictures are MUCH better than mine,
anyhow.
The Grand Canal is primarily an
industrial canal. While at one time many
passenger boats plied its waters, today most
of the traffic is commercial freight
interspersed with an occasional passenger
boat. The boats that I have been on have
not been the typical Chinese commuting
vessels. Rather, they have been 50-60 foot
crafts which are fully enclosed and
equipped with couches and tables for the
comfort of the traveler. Most have
observation decks from which the
passengers can get an outstanding view of
Chinese countryside as it passes by, and
also the feel of being part of this living body
of water. They probably cater entirely to
the tourist industry as they are equipped
for comfort and convenience rather than
functional purposes, and they provide a
wonderful ride!
The first thing I noticed when embarking
on my first cruise on the Canal was that
most of the barges that ply the waters have
a common appearance because they share

a common design. Unlike the barges on the
Mississippi River which are tied together in
huge rafts and propelled by a single tow
boat with a single crew, the Canal barges
are each powered and thus independent.
Ownership of one of these boats (and many
are privately owned, generally by a family)
signifies wealth. The nomadic nature of
many of the owners fosters an
independence from control of the
government which is apparent as we watch
the boats go by. Each barge has a cabin,
and some cabins are very large. In many
instances these cabins are the home to a
multigenerational family. Notice in the
accompanying pictures that there is laundry
hanging on most of the single boats, and
that several generations can be spotted on
many. They are true houseboats. Its fun to
see who, in a tourist group, can spot the
cabin with the most children. It seems like
there are more children on the boats than
the “one couple, one child” rule would
allow, but then how could anybody keep
track of these people? I can only speculate
that the lives of the boat people are much
richer than the lives of the typical Chinese
laborer who is tied down to home and work
without the freedom to move about. One
thing I know for sure is that the people on
the barges are friendly! They are frequently
the first to wave, and they and their children
like to pose for photographs. They seem to
always be smiling.
Although the barges seem to be all alike,
and none of them looks even remotely new,
there are some big differences that have
been explained to me by the guides on our
tourist transport and the Captains of our

Below: Boats (by Bruce Arones)

Cruise the Yangtze Before the Dam Closes!
19 day China Odyssey Fully guided and escorted! May 14-June 2, 2003
810 Mile - Four Day “Three Gorges” Cruise on the Yangtze River!
Plus:
- 4 nights Beijing (2 ½ days of fully guided touring, 1 ½ days free time)
- Visit Terra-Cotta Soldiers at Xi’an - Ride on West Lake in Hangzhou
- 3 nights in Suzhou (5 star hotel in silk mkt area) 3 nights in Shanghai!
Inside China we travel by plane 3 times, cruise ship, sampan, canal cruiser (on the
Grand Canal), and train, We visit two “water cities”: Wu Zhen and Zhou Zhuang, and
stay in 4 or 5 star hotels.

Tour price: $3095* includes Yangtze Cruise on Victoria Cruise Lines
AND Trans-Pacific airfare on Northwest Airlines from MSP (other
cities avail) plus all tours, hotels, transportation within China and most
meals. Professional, English speaking Chinese guides (CITS)
Inquire and register early - only 30 seats available on this trip Mark
This and other trips hosted by Mark LaFon at: www.travelwithmark.com
home (651) 774-1365
cell (651) 592-1477
e-mail mark@outtech.com
* plus departure taxes, visa fees, safety fees, and PFC charges, fuel charges, misc airline charges, tips
to guides and drivers, meals not specifically listed on itinerary, alcoholic beverages, and personal items

Registration Deadline February 13, 2003
s

boats. The boats that are motoring along
singly are most often privately owned. On
the other hand there are huge fleets of boats
that, to my understanding, are owned by a
government company and leased by families
who work and live on them. The easiest
way to tell a government boat is that they
are often tied together in long “trains”
which sometimes reach 20 or more boats.
This allows the people on the boats to share
navigation responsibilities, much like the
one towboat per multiple barge system in
the U.S.A. Also, when one boat follows
another it gets the advantage of being able
to “draft” the boat in front thus requiring
much less fuel to operate compared to
having them all under separate power and
control. The other distinct advantage of
the “training” system is that
“neighborhoods” are formed, if only for a
few hours or days. This gives the occupants
a chance to socialize and relax a little.
Many of the boats are designed
specifically to handle one particular type of
cargo, and there are many sizes of boats to
handle the variety of loads. We see load
after load of gravel which is probably
destined for building projects somewhere
along the canal. These are generally smaller
boats which are shallower in draft and thus
more capable of easily mooring at the
unloading areas at the destinations.
Sometimes there are many boats tied up
together waiting their turn to be loaded or
unloaded. Another obvious cargo is logs.
Some of the loads of logs are HUGE and
quite startling when our boat passes close
by a log barge going in the opposite
direction! Notice also the boat pulling a
raft of logs that are tied together. This is
reminiscent of logging practices in the U.S.
I wonder which method is most practical
and economical. We also noticed a few, but
very few, tanker type boats which may have
been hauling petroleum or chemicals.
Whatever the style of boat or the cargo,
one thing was for sure: everyone in the
group enjoyed watching the unending
variety of actions! The boats are propelled
by one of two main systems. One is diesel
inboard engine like we would expect to find
in the U.S.A on the Mississippi. The more
interesting boats have multiple exposed
engines mounted across the back of the
barge. Each operates independently and
drives a belt that goes through the hull to a
drive mechanism and propeller system
below the water. The engines are simple to
remove and replace, making maintenance
very quick and easy when it is done. They
just swap out an engine for a new one,
reconnect the drive belt, and away they go.
Sounds good, but you can see by the one
picture that the engines sometimes are not
in the best of condition! The least number
of engines we saw on a small boat was two,
and on some of the very large boats there
can be six or seven engines across the back.
It was interesting to see the boats that
were out of water for repair or construction.
I wonder if the people along the Canal use
the same method for project planning their
boat construction as the folks along the
Yangtze. There they build the boat on the
flood plain and therefore must complete the
hull before the next rainy season when the
boat floats on the flood. Boats on the
Yangtze are brought in for dry dock for repair
in the same fashion: moved to the repair
area when the water is high and then
propped up for access to repair them when
the water recedes. The next flood will float

them again and they are back in business.
This takes a special kind of “project
management”! Notice that the out-of water
boats shown are just slightly above the
water line, and way below the level of the
retaining wall. While looking at the
construction/repair photos, notice how
deep (or shallow) the boats are. Then look
at the other pictures that show empty boats
moving FAST and the fully loaded boats
which actually have waves lapping over the
deck at times. I can’t help thinking that a
good wave would sink them but loaded
boats generally have very little free board
and I have to assume that the boat owners
know what they are doing. They wouldn’t
be in business very long if they didn’t.
Another picture shows an empty boat
passing a line of full boats, demonstrating
just how much of the full boat is in under
the water line.
The canals aren’t all industrial in
appearance; some parts have a few things
that make them look and feel kind of like
home, also! If you look closely you will see
directional signs that look a lot like our
freeway signs. They are located at the
junction of two main canals. Everyone on
our boat had a good laugh over them. And,
just like home (and all the cities in China!)
there is traffic congestion, too! Note in the
pictures how many boats are going back
and forth along the canal. They have one
crew member assigned to the prow of the
boat to signal oncoming traffic so they both
(all) know on which side they should pass.
Another crewmember will sometimes have
a position in the back of the boat to conduct
similar communications with boats that are
overtaking from the rear.
The section of the Canal that I have
traveled is in southern China, and along the
banks are many huge mulberry trees which
are grown to supply leaves for the silkworms
that are raised in this area. Also, there are
sometimes areas of farmland that are quite
picturesque, with very old but well
maintained buildings and always some kind
of access to the canal. Today there is a
heavily traveled main canal that we travel
on, but there are also a myriad of smaller
older canals that frequently travel through
at least the outskirts of some of the cities.
These will generally have many picturesque
bridges connecting the strips of land on
which the homes and businesses are built.
One of my pictures, taken in Suzhou, shows
such a canal which is probably quite shallow
because of many years of infrequent use.
The homes along this section of canal are
multi-storied and usually have multigenerational families living in them. On the
side away from the canal is a narrow lane
that allows access to the house from the
highway systems, but one can only imagine
the times many years ago when the canal
itself was the main transportation artery.
Many of the cities in southeastern China
are “water cities” where canals cut through
the towns instead of streets. I will be writing
about them in a future issue.
Below: Boats (by Bruce Arones)
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Asian Franchises Begin to
Venture Abroad
By Philip F. Zeidman

n one of my recent columns for
this publication (Editor Note:
Franchise Times), I wrote about
the surprising resilience of
franchising in Asia (The Flight of the
Bumblebee, Franchise Times, March 2002).
Now we are seeing these countries not only
beckon large U.S. franchisors to enter, but
are starting to cross international borders
as well.
There continues to be plenty of
examples of multi-national franchisors
expanding in Asia, and even some recent
indication of government support for this
kind of “foreign” presence in the local
market. In Singapore, for instance, the Prime

I

Minister’s Office has credited large
franchisors such as McDonald’s with
providing opportunities for independence
while working with a proven business
model. The government has even provided
grants to small businesses to become
franchisees.
Until recently, though, there has been
little by way of Asian-origin cross-border
franchising. We have long had Asian-

owned international franchises. Shakey’s
and Southland are useful examples. Now,
though, there is the first evidence of true
operational penetration of other markets:
• Much of the activity, not surprisingly,
features entry into that tantalizing market,
China. And, not surprisingly, much of it
originates in Japan. Most recent: the
Yoshinoya “beef bowl” chain, operating 800
restaurants in Japan, this year enlarged its
presence in China, expanding from Taiwan
and Hong Kong to Beijing and now to
Shanghai and other cities. Yoshinoya is far
from the only Japanese arrival into China,
and not all are in foodservice. The Japanese
clothing giant, Fast Retailing Co., Ltd. has
announced its expansion into Shanghai.
The company already has factories in
China; opening franchises is the next step.
• From Thailand—Last month Thai
Village Holdings announced it had signed
another franchise agreement with Mei Li
Yuan Restaurant Co. to operate Thai Village
restaurants in Nanjin, China. Thai Village
has granted five franchises in China, two to
Mei Li Yuan.
• From the Philippines—Sometimes the
Chinese concept just needs an overhaul.
Take Jollibee’s and Chowking of Manila.
Tony Tan Caktiong has realized the secret
to selling continental cuisine is to tailor it to
the tastes of the population and cater to
their needs as customers. His two chains
have thrived in Manila because he beat out
the competition by discovering foreign
cuisines could use a makeover. Now his
biggest challenge is whether he succeeds
in China. Caktiong is a regular visitor to
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China and is trying to develop the right
menu for the population there.
Asian concepts are creeping into the
United States as well: Jollibee’s of the
Philippines is perhaps the best known of
the Asian chains here. Spaghetti with sweet
tomato sauce is the chain’s most popular
dish, and its take on the American burger
includes pineapple and bacon. Another
Manila-born chain is Goldilocks, a small
bakery that has 12 stores in California. The
bakery also sells its spring rolls and
sausages to companies throughout
California. While London-based, Yo! Sushi
also illustrates the popularity of Asian
concepts, its planned expansion into the
United States will feature its publicized
conveyor belt serving sushi.
Thailand is making an appearance on
the international scene as well:
• The Thai sausage fast food and
restaurant chain EZ’s has set its sights on
international franchising development
within the next three years;
• We are familiar with U.S. concepts
seeking to appeal to a particular population
overseas; now the converse: Foreign
nationals in the United States who happen
to be franchise owners sometimes like the
idea of displaying their heritage. Recently,
a McDonald’s franchisee began lobbying
to bring a Thai-style “Ronald” to his
operation in California;
• Even the King of Thailand has become
a player, promoting the notion of a chain of
Thai food restaurants expanding
throughout Asia and beyond.
Malaysia is perhaps unique in the
degree of governmental involvement in and
support of indigenous franchisors. Now that
activism has extended to urging its
franchisors to venture into the international
market. They would like the brands to reach
the superbrand level as well as create more
jobs on the homefront. The franchise
product market has doubled since 1995,
both foreign and local.
Even India has a franchisor who is
planning cross-border expansion. Apollo
Health and Lifestyle Ltd. (franchised health
clinics) is in negotiations to set up clinics in
neighboring Bangladesh and Singapore.
And, yes, even Vietnam. The Asia Silk
Company, well known for its “AQ Silk,”
signed a deal to sell its trademark to an
overseas Vietnamese. Under the franchising
contract, the franchisee would use the
company’s brand name in Michigan.
Another example—Trung Nguyen Coffee
Enterprises, a top Vietnamese coffee chain
(Vietnam is the world’s second largest coffee
exporter), has signed a contract with a Thai
coffee company. It is the third such contract
for Nguyen Coffee—it also has sold
franchise rights in Japan and Singapore.
None of this should suggest that the
Asian concepts are alone in entering the
U.S. market. Tim Hortons Doughnuts, a

popular Canadian restaurant concept, is
expanding into the Great Lakes area of the
United States and is already a significant
contributor to the bottom line of its owner,
Wendy’s. The Guatemalan-based Pollo
Campero has opened three fried chicken
outlets in California with several more
planned for Houston, Washington, Chicago
and Long Island—home to many Central
Americans. Other Latin brands are also
becoming popular in the United States.
Many Brazilian-born concepts have
infiltrated the American market, particularly
churrasco, a culinary tradition that skewers
barbecued meat. Fogo de Chao, a Sao
Paulo-based company, has units in Texas
and Georgia, with plans for Chicago.

But clearly, there is something about the
Asian-source products which is catching
on. Perhaps it is because Americans are
looking for a healthy alternative to the
typically heavier American meal. Perhaps
today, Americans are more adventurous in
their choices when eating out. These global
dining experiences usually offer a good meal
at a welcomed price, not to mention that
their late night hours and exotic appeal cater
to the young and fashionable. But, of
course, there are still limits. Consider the
Thai fried-insect company that has grown
to 40 franchised kiosks, with a menu of
grasshoppers, crickets, scorpions, beetles
and caterpillars. It will soon expand into the
Indonesian market. Is America next? Can
you wait? I can.
Philip F. Zeidman is a senior partner in
the Washington, D.C. office of Piper
Rudnick, where he heads the Franchise
and Distribution Law Group practice. He
is general counsel to the International
Franchise Association.
Reprinted with the permission of Franchise
Times, November/December 2002
©Franchise Times, 2500 Cleveland Ave
North, Suite G, Roseville, MN 55113
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FTSE/Xinhua Index Licenses First China
ETF for US Investors
NEW YORK, HONG KONG and
BEIJING, Jan. 23 /PRNewswire/ — FTSE/
Xinhua Index Limited (FXI), the China index
provider, today announces that Barclays
Global Investors (BGI) has filed a
prospectus with the U.S. Securities and
Exchange Commission to add the iShares
FTSE/Xinhua Hong Kong China 25 Index
Fund to its international exchange traded
funds (ETF) offerings. This will be the first
ETF tracking of the Chinese market available
to US investors.
The iShares FTSE/Xinhua Hong Kong
China 25 ETF will track the FTSE/Xinhua
China 25 Index, which features the largest,
most liquid Chinese equities available to
foreign investors. The index constituents
are accurately classified according to the
sector definitions of the FTSE Global
Classification system. Every constituent is
adjusted for free-float and subject to
liquidity screens for investability. The index

is capped to ensure that no individual
company is excessively weighted and that
funds tracking the index comply with
European and North American market
regulations.
FTSE/Xinhua Index Limited is a joint
venture between FTSE Group, the global
index company and Xinhua Financial
Network (XFN), the leading China financial
information provider. The combination of
FTSE’s expertise in the design, calculation
and management of indexes and XFN’s
knowledge and experience in the Chinese
investment market makes the FTSE/Xinhua
China 25 Index an excellent benchmark for
tracking the performance of the large cap
equity market in China.
Mark Makepeace, FTSE/Xinhua Index
Limited Chairman and Chief Executive of
FTSE Group, said he was very excited to
bring the first China ETF to the US market
in partnership with BGI.

“International investors are eager for a
China index series that adopts transparent
global standards like the FTSE/Xinhua
China 25 Index. The FTSE/Xinhua China
Indexes are created in a complete series and
reflect China’s vibrant economy,” he said.
Ms Fredy Bush, FTSE/Xinhua Index
Limited Director and XFN CEO, believes the
creation of the ETF confirms that the
methodology and design of FTSE/Xinhua
Indexes are widely accepted by international
investors.
“Applying our proven capability and
experience in the Chinese market, we strive
to provide investment opportunities tailormade for local requirement. FXI aims to
contribute to the growth and
internationalization of China’s financial
markets,” Bush added.
Lee Kranefuss, BGI’s CEO of Individual
Investor Business, said he was delighted
to work with FXI to provide innovative

products to help investors diversify and
globalize their portfolios.
“There is strong demand for a costeffective and tax-efficient way to gain
access to the largest, most liquid Chinese
securities. The iShares FTSE/Xinhua Hong
Kong China 25 ETF is a great complement
to the current international iShares line-up,”
Mr. Kranefuss added.
With the addition of the iShares FTSE/
Xinhua Hong Kong China 25 ETF to FTSE
Group’s growing product portfolio, FTSE is
rapidly expanding its reach in the ETF
market. There are currently 26 ETFs listed
on FTSE Indexes with almost US$810 million
in assets under management.(1) FTSE has
previously licensed 12 indexes to BGI for
use as the basis of iShares Funds, including
the widely used FTSE 100 and FTSE Eurotop
100 Indexes.
Source: PR Newswire, January 23, 2003.

A Closer Look at Chinese Business Culture
By Marcene Marcoux
Editor’s Note: Fundamental cultural
differences between the East and West have
left many foreign professionals struggling
to come to terms with doing business in
China. Marcene Marcoux, a cultural
anthropologist and senior partner with
Great Wall Consultants Ltd, views the
differences as a challenge, saying that the
main problem lies in discovering the keys
that unlock China’s ancient red doors.
Business Weekly is publishing a series of
Marcoux’s articles. Last week, in the fifth
article, Marcoux said that foreign business
people need to actively cultivate business
relationships that might be helpful in the
future, but this will not occur unless they
are first invited into the circle of guanxi
(contacts) in China.
I always enjoy the sharp mind,
perceptions and wit of 54-year-old Ye
Zhaodi. Yet, in his pensive moments, I sense
an unspoken sadness. One time, we walked
out of a tea house, and I quietly asked him,
“If you could be doing anything, what
would it be?” He looked up at me with his
big, penetrating eyes, and with a slight smile,
whispered: “I’d be doing what you do. I’d
be an academic like you.”
Even with his own brilliance and love of
physics, Ye, like many other intellectuals,
was sent during the 1960s and 1970s to
factories and farms to be “reformed.” Ideas
did not grow readily on factory floors or in
fields. The difficult work, energy, and
physical effort often robbed him of his spirit
and did not inspire great theories.
When I am with Ye, I often find it difficult
to not respond deeply to his unnamed
sadness and his silence that holds much
quiet disappointment. Clearly, with empathy,
one is not removed but involved; not
detached but connected to people’s lives,

regardless of culture.
Whether you are doing business in
Beijing, Urumqi, Dalian or Shenzhen, fully
experience each city and its people. Be open
to the unexpected. China will engage you, if
you allow it.
When in China, also consider the
following:
Avoid comparing Chinese events
with parallel foreign ones
You may unconsciously compare. At
times, during business meetings,
comparisons with the West may occur
automatically, but don’t verbalize
everything. It can be annoying to Chinese
managers and can appear unappreciative.
Don’t make the West the standard for
everything. When you’re in China, be there.
Don’t overly praise Western values
and lifestyles
This is just arrogance run wild. Hold
back your inflated sense of cultural
superiority, which is often unfounded. I
think of a New York congressman who
recently visited Beijing. When there, he
repeatedly asked the Chinese if they
actually like living in China. In his arrogance,
he believed most Chinese would yell out
“No!” Of course, all the Chinese he met,
looking quizzically at him, said, “Yes, of
course. We love China.”
Such a faux pas would destroy the
possibility of doing business in China.
Know Chinese business styles
Chinese business is guided by Chinese,
not Western, values. The aggressive,
backslapping, ‘let’s get it on’ Western

approach just won’t do. Leave the strutting
and swaggering to American cowboys.
Leave your Stetson, chaps and holster at
the ranch, partner! Western machismo will
surely produce a Western fiasco in China.
In fact, instead of heightened maledriven models, you’d do much better
adopting a more androgynous style - one
marked by a quiet strength and a passive
determination. Success in Chinese business
requires a new style that combines both
masculine and feminine qualities, both
strength
and
gentleness,
both
determination and flexibility. Linking
competition with co-operation will serve
you well during Chinese business meetings.
Consider the following guidelines for
business in China:
Consensus
Coming to agreement rather than
reaching a majority is a priority. Reaching
an overall consensus is crucial in China.
The key is to address each business
person’s wishes in the decision. Getting the
entire business group to agree is the goal,
even when it simply involves choosing a
restaurant for dinner. At first, I also couldn’t
understand why choosing a bottle of
Dynasty Merlot or Great Wall Chardonnay
at dinner required a lengthy discussion.
Consensus is the answer.
Bargaining
It’s a way of life in politics, business
and of course shopping. I’ve found that
bargaining affects everything from buying
ivory chopsticks at the Summer Palace to
requesting peapod hearts with bamboo
shoots at the Li Jia Chai restaurant.
All business transactions seem to be

exercises in bargaining. Almost everything
requires bargaining: negotiating a lease for
office space at Beijing’s Kerry Centre,
establishing rates for executive Guo
Ziyang’s monthly consultant fees,
negotiating prices on goods manufactured
in Xi’an or establishing percentages on
government contracts with major vendors.
So, be prepared. If you’re looking to
manufacture or establish joint ventures,
know that the first price or percentage
you’re given is never the final number. It’s
only a starting point, and from there you
and your Chinese partners will work your
way to a second and third price or
percentage.
Some Chinese colleagues may even
quietly alert you to this. When I initially
received prices for products manufactured
in Guangzhou, one of my Chinese partners
said, “If these prices are too high, please
come back with other prices. We won’t be
upset.” He was teaching me the rules of
bargaining.
Saving face
Aversion to conflict or to any social
disorder is high in China. Feeling ashamed
in public is the ultimate taboo. Avoiding loss
of face is primary. Thus, open disagreement
between two business parties is avoided,
since it would require one to lose face in
public. Be sensitive to this: be aware that
this is much more serious than simple
embarrassment, and avoid any business
situations that could cause or precipitate
any public shame or embarrassment.
The author is a cultural anthropologist
and senior partner with Great Wall
Consultants Ltd.
Source: ChinaProducts.com
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By Greg Hugh, China Insight Staff Writer

T

here is no other way to describe
it; Yao Ming’s meteoric rise to
stardom is impressive. Much has
transpired since we first
introduced you to Yao Ming as China’s hot
new export in the January Issue of China
Insight. As the No. 1 pick in the 2002
National Basketball Association’s (NBA)
draft, Yao continues to prove that he is
deserving of being the starting center for
the Houston Rockets.
Again, we will leave analysis of Yao’s
basketball ability to the more experienced
and professional sports pundits. We prefer
to focus on the cultural and business
significance of Yao’s influence on the NBA
here in the United States and China.
Although Yao Ming already has been
playing in the NBA for about four months,
there is always a source of excitement and
curiosity that follows him. The media has
extensively covered him and yet this
mystery man from China has been able to
maintain a sense of fascination while
projecting an even-keeled and likeable
persona.
Equally significant to his popularity here
in the U.S. is his popularity in China, where
the NBA figures nearly 1.3 billion potential
fans reside. The league has raised its profile
in China, with a Chinese website it launched
last November and with 170 games showing
on 12 China networks. Thirty games involve
the Houston Rockets, the maximum number
the league would allow. A decade ago,
Chinese viewers were able to see just one
NBA game per week.
So as not to be outdone by the NBA’s
international marketing efforts to capitalize
on the Chinese market, the Houston Rockets
became the first NBA team to broadcast a

weekly Chinese-language radio show, The
Houston Rockets Big Hour. The one-hour
broadcast in Mandarin, hosted by Andy
Yao, a native of Taiwan and a resident of
Houston for the past 12 years, airs from 3-4
P.M. in Houston on KCHN, 1050 AM.
It is obvious that Yao Ming has become
the NBA’s main attraction in China and the
U.S.A. He has given the sport and the league
a real boost. Although Yao is enjoying
immense popularity, his commercial
presence has been minimal. The NBA hopes
Yao does for basketball in China what
Michael Jordan did for the sport in the
United States.
Businesses around the world are
salivating at the chance to use Yao to break
into the enormous Chinese market, home to
a huge population with raising average
incomes and middle-class aspirations. The
NBA hopes the Yao factor will help it move
into a market that thus far has been difficult
to crack, primarily because distribution
networks for sporting goods products are
weak and commercial piracy is rampant.
But there are no such obstacles for
commercial sponsors in the United States
that have already jumped on the Yao Ming
bandwagon. Apple Computer is already
running television spots featuring Yao and
“Mini-Me” and Visa Card will launch some
new television spots with Yao Ming on the
Super Bowl.
The next opportunity you have to see
Yao Ming locally in action will be on Tues.,
Feb. 4 th at the Target Center when the
Timberwolves will host the Houston
Rockets at 7:00 P.M. when China Insight
and the Timberwolves bring you YAO
MING NIGHT II.

Yao Ming will also be playing in the
NBA All Star Game on Feb. 9th at Atlanta.
He beat Shaquille O’Neal and will be the
starting center for the Western Conference.
He received 1,228,324 votes from basketball
fans around the world, which was over 25%
of the votes cast.

And if this article did not satisfy your
Yao Ming interest, feel free to log on to
www.YaoMingMania.com which is an
independent website devoted to everything
about Yao Ming.

Did YOU KNOW?
Chinese center Wang Zhizhi was the first Asian in America’s National
Basketball Association (NBA), but he is not the first Chinese player drafted by
the NBA, nor the first to pay in US.
Song Tao, the Chinese national team center in the
80’s, was drafted by the Atlanta Hawks in 1986. He
signed a one-year contract for $70,000, but did not go
to America because of serious knee injuries.
Ma Jian, forward from Hebei province, was the
first Chinese player in the pre-season training camp
when he was with the Los Angles Clippers in 1995.
He failed to become a Clipper and came back to play
in the Chinese Basketball Association (CBA).
The first Chinese basketball player to go to
America was the Chinese women’s national team
center, Zheng Haixia. Zheng signed with WNBA Los
Angles Sparks in 1996 for two years.

Language

The Roar of
the Lion and
the Light
Touch of the
Lamb
By Marlene Schoenberg

appy New Year to all my Chinese friends and clients! I wish
you good health and success
in all you do. A great way to
begin the new year is to understand the differences between pronouncing the American /r/ and /l/ sounds. This is
always a challenge for Chinese speech clients, especially if the names of your children or key words on your job have /r/s and
/l/s. You want to be precise and you want to
be clear.
Think of the lion dancers at a Chinese
New Year's celebration. Imagine that Lion's
mouth open and roaring with an American /
r/ sound, with lips curled and tongue relaxed.
Then think of the new year sheep/goat image. As you think of the word "lamb", lift
your tongue tip up for the /l/ sound. This
takes a lot of practice in both listening to the
differences and practicing how to form the
correct positions.
The American English /r/ and /l/ present
a challenge to a Chinese speaker because
these sounds are not distinct in Chinese.
They also do not occur in the same positions or in the same combinations as in English.
Let's begin by understanding of the features of the standard American /r/. Midwestern speakers love their final /r/ sound. On
the East Coast, people "nevah"use the
sound at the end of words.
We call the /r/ sound a liquid. It changes

H

with the vowels surrounding it. This is also
a later developing sound for children first
learning to speak. When we produce the /r/
sound, our tongue is pulled back and down.
Our jaw glides slightly forward. Our lips are
retracted but slightly puckered. Puckering
too much makes this sound more like a /w/.
If you lift your tongue tip up, it sounds like
an /l/ . The energy of the /r/ sound is in the
lip and jaw movement, not in the tongue.
For the /r/ sound, your tongue is very relaxed and doesn't do much work. If you can
feel and practice this tactile pattern without
sound, you can master the secrets of the
American /r/. Keep practicing and have a
great new year!
For further information about pronouncing /r/ and /l/ sounds, please contact accent expert Marlene Schoenberg at
ethcom@winternet.com.

Over the past 16 years, accent expert
Marlene Schoenberg has provided
speech coaching for professionals in the
Twin Cities' Chinese community. She will
share her experience and knowledge
about accent issues at work on a regular basis in China Insight.
Please e- mail your questions to
Marlene at ethcom@winternet.com.
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Think Global... Speak

Chinese
*Evening Classes
*Language Skills
(Mandarin)
for all levels
*Classes start
February 1 &
June 1, 2003

LEARNING FOR A LIFETIME
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Master of International
Management Program
651-962-4840
www.stthomas.edu/mim
mim@stthomas.edu
The University of St. Thomas admits students of any race, color, creed, and national or ethnic origin.

What else do you need when you have us as the
INSIDERs?
We consult/investigate for American and Chinese clients, coordinate civil
actions in both countries, provide legal services related to business, contracts,
corporation, employment, immigration, matrimony, personal injury and real
estate.
Delin Qu, attorney and counselor at law
phone/fax: (651) 494 0300/0303
delinqu@justice.com www.TeamTalentLawQu.net
7616 Currell Blvd., Ste.200, Woodbury, MN 55125
Caryn Ye, attorney and counselor at law
phone/fax: (651) 983 9838/255 0500
caryn@justice.com
2579 Hamline Ave. North, Ste. C, Roseville, MN 55113

Central Mortgage Corporation
Hanley Anderson
6538 Edenvale Boulevard, Eden Prairie, MN 55346
hanley@CentralMortgage.com
Office: 952.934.9985 * Fax:952.934.8607 * Cell:612.718.8334
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Dr. David Lu’s
Mailbox

I

f you have any questions regarding Chinese medicine, acupuncture, herbs and your health
condition, you can contact Dr.
David
Lu
via
e-mail:
fortotalhealth@yahoo.com. The doctor
will answer selected questions through Dr.
David Lu’s Mailbox in China Insight.
Dr. David Lu,
My blood test showed that I have a high
amount of copper in my body. I have been
told that Copper is a toxic metal. Could you
please tell me if I can remove copper from
my body naturally? Also, give me some
information about copper. Thank you.
Tom

Answer:
Copper is an essential element for
supporting our lives, but in excess, copper
can be toxic. Copper has many uses in our
bodies. Copper helps us in the formation of
bones, hemoglobin, and red blood cells. It
works in balance with zinc and vitamin C to
form elastin. It helps us in the healing
process and energy production. Copper also
contributes to healthy nerves and joints.
A person can have deficient copper in
his or her body. Osteoporosis is one of the
early signs of copper deficiency. ( I will
discuss copper deficiency in future
columns. )
Based on your question, it sounds like
you have an excess amount of copper in
your body. Excessive amount of copper can
lead to toxicity, causing severe physical and
mental illness. Too much copper can cause
depression, irritability, nausea and vomiting,
nervousness, joint and muscle pain, high
blood pressure, weakness, and central
nervous system damage.
Generally, you get copper in your body
by drinking water that is carried through
copper water pipes. Other sources of copper
include some hormone pills, a copper I.U.D.,
copper cookware, vitamin or mineral
supplements containing excessive copper,
fungicides (used in swimming pools),
copper sulfate in canned green vegetables
(used to maintain color), and insecticides
(CuSO4).
If you have a problem with excess
copper, you should consider avoiding the
foods that contain high amounts of this
mineral. These are: Meats: lamb liver, duck
liver, beef liver, and pork chops. Seafood:
crab (canned), oysters, and lobster. Nuts
and seeds: sesame seeds, walnuts, and Brazil

nuts. Vegetables: mushrooms and
soybeans. Grains: wheat bran and corn
germ.
In your question, you did not mention
the amount of copper in your body. If you
have a very high amount of copper, you
should consult with your primary doctor and
use the medication he or she prescribes to
remove excess amounts of copper from your
body quickly.
Otherwise, you might want to try some
supplements to help to remove excess
amounts of copper from your body. You’ll
need to take Vitamin C with bioflavonoids,
garlic, zinc, selenium, molybdenum, and
rutin daily. And remember to avoid the
copper-rich foods mentioned above.
I suggest testing your drinking water
for its copper level. And do not take any
vitamins/minerals that contain copper.
If you have any further questions, I can
be reached at Total Health Clinic at 763-5866045.

TOTAL HEALTH CLINIC
ACUPUNCTURE & HERBAL MEDICINE
Dr. David Lu L.Ac.M.O.M.N.D
A 3rd Generation Practitioner In Acupuncture & Herbs
Specializing in:
* Pain Relief esp. Neck & Back Pain
* Chi/vital Energy Balance
* Asthma
* Arthritis
* Chronic Fatigue/Illnesses
* Adjunctive Cancer Care
* Impotence
* Tennis Elbow
* High Cholesterol
* Frozen Shoulder
* Carpal Tunnel
* Stomach Disease
* Stroke Sequela

* Complicated Cases
* Injuries: Auto, Sport, Work
* Sinusitis
* Headaches/Migraines
* Quit Smoking
* Sleep Disorders
* Immune system Support

763-586-6045
1101 E. Moore Lake Dr., Fridley, MN 55432
David Lu is a 3rd generation practitioner in Acupuncture & Herbs. He started learning and practicing
Acupuncture and Herbal Medicine from his family when he was young. He is a Traditional Chinese
Medicinal Doctor and a Doctor of Naturopathy. He studied both western and oriental medicine and
he is a state and nationally licensed acupuncturist. If you need further information about Oriental
Medicine, please feel free to contact Dr. Lu at Total Health Clinic. Tel: 763-586-6045.

NEW CENTURY BUFFET
Asian-Syle Buffet
Mongolian BBQ, Japanese Sushi, American Cuisine
and All Types of Chinese Cuisine

10% OFF Lunch or Dinner Buffet
Coupon not valid with any other coupon. Valid for up to 8 people. Expires: 2/28/2003
HOURS:

Lyndale Ave. S.

77th Street

Mon-Thurs: 11:00am to 10:00pm
Fri-Sat: 11:00am to 10:30pm

7827 Portland Ave. So
Bloomington, MN 55420
(952) 888-3177
FAX (952) 888-3207

494 Highway
Frontage Steet

78th Street
Nocollet Ave. S.

Portland Ave. S.
Amoco

NEW CENTURY

Walmart

United Noodles
Oriental Grocery * Wholesale-Retail
2015 E. 24th St., Minneapolis, MN 55404
Tel: 612-721-6677* Fax: 612-721-4255
Help Wanted:

Cashier, Customer Services, etc. Please call Ms. Lily at (612) 721-667 for more information.

www.unitednoodles.com
Traditional
United Noodles wishes all its
customers a Happy Chinese
Chinese Medicine
Monday - Saturday
New
Year.
Welcome
to
visit
us
9:00am - 6:00pm
Mon & Thu: 2:00pm - 5:30pm
Sunday
today in our spacious and
Tue, Wed,Fri & Sat: 10:00am - 5:30pm
9:00am - 5:00pm
Sun: 10:00am - 4:30pm
newly renovated 15,000
Phone: (612) 721-6677
Phone: (612) 721-5658
square foot store .
United Noodles is an Asian grocery store that carries over 8,000 items from over 15
countries, including China, Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Vietnam, Thailand, Indonesia, the
Philippines, Malaysia, Singapore, and Korea.

Winter Store Hours

